ONLINE BACKUP TO DISK
In this test we tested the rman backup to disk. The validity of the backup was verified using the complete restore. The script
used to complete recovery is given later.
run {
allocate channel d1 type disk;
allocate channel d2 type disk;
setlimit channel d1 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfies 32 readrate 200;
setlimit channel d1 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfies 32 readrate 200;
backup format '/db03/obackup/sid/db/df_%d_%s_%p_%t' database;
sql 'alter system archive log current';
backup filesperset 20 format '/db03/obackup/abc/arch/current/al_%d_%s_%p_%t' archivelog
all delete input;
backup format '/db03/obackup/sid/db/cf_%d_%s_%p_%t' current controlfile;
release channel d1;
release channel d2;
};

ONLINE BACKUP TO TAPE LIBRARY
In this test we tested the rman backup of the database to the tape library. The validity of the backup was tested by complete
restore.
run {
allocate channel t1 type 'sbt_tape';
allocate channel t2 type 'sbt_tape';
allocate channel t3 type 'sbt_tape';
allocate channel t4 type 'sbt_tape';
setlimit channel t1 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfies 32 readrate 200;
setlimit channel t2 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfies 32 readrate 200;
setlimit channel t3 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfies 32 readrate 200;
setlimit channel t4 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfies 32 readrate 200;
backup filesperset 4 format 'df_%d_%s_%p_%t' database;
sql 'alter system archive log current';
backup filesperset 20 format 'al_%d_%s_%p_%t' archivelog all delete input;
backup format 'cf_%d_%s_%p_%t' current controlfile;
release channel t1;
release channel t2;
release channel t3;
release channel t4;
};

PARTIAL BACKUP (TABLESPACE LEVEL BACKUP) ON TAPE
In this test we took a backup of a tablespace. The validity of the backup was verified by the restore and recovery of that
tablespace.
run {
allocate channel t1 type 'sbt_tape';
allocate channel t2 type 'sbt_tape';
allocate channel t3 type 'sbt_tape';
allocate channel t4 type 'sbt_tape';
setlimit channel t1 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfies 32 readrate 200;
setlimit channel t2 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfies 32 readrate 200;
setlimit channel t3 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfies 32 readrate 200;
setlimit channel t4 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfies 32 readrate 200;
backup filesperset 4 format 'ts_%d_%s_%p_%t' tablespace users;
sql 'alter system archive log current';
backup filesperset 20 format 'al_%d_%s_%p_%t' archivelog all delete input;
backup format 'cf_%d_%s_%p_%t' current controlfile;
release channel t1;
release channel t2;
release channel t3;
release channel t4;
};

PARTIAL BACKUP (TABLESPACE LEVEL BACKUP) ON DISK
In this test we took the backup of the tablespace to tape. The validity of the backup was verified by the restore and recovery
of that tablespace.
run {
allocate channel d1 type disk;
allocate channel d2 type disk;
setlimit channel d1 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfies 32 readrate 200;
setlimit channel d1 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfies 32 readrate 200;
backup filesperset 4 format '/db03/obackup/sid/db/ts_%d_%s_%p_%t' tablespace users;
sql 'alter system archive log current';
backup filesperset 20 format '/db03/obackup/abc/arch/current/al_%d_%s_%p_%t' archivelog
all delete input;
backup format '/db03/obackup/sid/db/cf_%d_%s_%p_%t' current controlfile;
release channel d1;
release channel d2;
};


RESTORE FROM DISK BACKUP
The restore from the disk backup was tested at multiple levels.
1. Loss of all the database files except the redo logs and the control files.
We made some updates to the database and then did a complete database backup on disk. And we removed the database
files while the database was running. We then did a 'shutdown abort'. And we restored using the following script. We
made sure that the updates we made before the loss of the database was still there.
startup mount;
run
{
allocate channel d1 type disk;
restore database;
recover database;
alter database open;
};
2. Loss of all the database files except the redo log files.
We made some changes to the database and then did a complete database backup on the disk. After that we removed all
the database files except the redo logs. We then did a 'shutdown abort'. And we restored the backup using the following
script. We made sure that the changes we made before the loss of the database were still there.
startup nomount;
run {
allocate channel d1 type disk;
restore controlfile;
alter database mount;
};
run {
allocate channel d1 type disk;
restore database;
recover database;
sql 'alter database open resetlogs';
};
reset database;
3. Loss of all the database files including the redo log and the control files.
We made some updates to the database and did a complete backup of the database to disk. This included all the archive
log backups also. We restored the control file first. Then we restored the database and recovered it. Because of the
complete loss of all the database files, we had to do an incomplete recovery.
Startup nomount;
run {
allocate channel d1 type disk;
restore controlfile;
alter database mount;
};
run {
allocate channel d1 type disk;
restore database;
recover database;
};
The recover database failed. So we did the following at the command line.
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$ svrmgrl
SVRMGRL> connect internal;
SVRMGRL> recover database using backup controlfile until cancel;
SVRMGRL> cancel;
SVRMGRL> alter database open resetlogs;
SVRMGRL> exit;
Once the recovery is complete, the database was reset in the rman because it was opened with resetlogs.
RESTORE FROM THE TAPE BACKUP
The restore from the tape backup was tested the same way as the restore from the tapes except for the fact that the channel
that was allocated was of type 'sbt_tape' instead of disk.
PARTIAL RESTORE FROM DISK
We made some changes on a table on the tablespace users. We did a tablespace backup of the tablespace users. Then we
removed the datafile of the tablespace users. Once the datafile was removed, we did an 'ALTER SYSTEM CHECKPOINT;'
in server manager to make Oracle give an error for the missing datafile. Then we used the following script to recover the users
tablespace. The changes made to the table in the users tablespace was verified for the validity of the restore.
run {
allocate channel d1 type disk;
sql 'alter tablespace users offline immediate';
restore tablespce users;
recover tablespace users;
sql 'alter tablespace users online';
};
We also tested the following script to test the recoverability from the partial database backup.
run {
allocate channel d1 type disk;
sql 'alter database datafile ''/db02/oradata/abc/users01.dbf'' offline';
restore datafile '/db02/oradata/abc/users01.dbf';
recover datafile '/db02/oradata/abc/users01.dbf';
sql 'alter database datafile ''/db02/oradata/abc/users01.dbf'' online;
};

PARTIAL RESTORE FROM TAPE
The restore from the tape backup was tested the same way as the restore from the tapes except for the fact that the channel
that was allocated was of type 'sbt_tape' instead of disk.

POINT IN TIME RECOVERY FROM DISK
We made some changes to the database and took a complete online database. We recorded the time of the changes (t1).
Then,we made some more changes to the database and recorded the time again (t2). Then we removed all the datafiles of the
database and did a shutdown abort. After that we ran the following script to recover the database to the time t1. After the
database was recovered, we verified that the changes made before t1 was there in the database and changes made after the t1
were not there in the database.
Startup nomount;
Run {
allocate channel d1 type disk;
restore controlfile;
alter database mount;
};
run {
Set until time 't1';
allocate channel d1 type disk;
restore database;
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Recover database;
alter database open resetlogs;
};
reset database;

POINT IN TIME RECOVERY FROM TAPE
The point in time recovery from the tape backup was tested the same way as the restore from the tapes except for the fact
that the channel that was allocated was of type 'sbt_tape' instead of disk.

COLD BACKUP ON DISK
The cold backup using rman is also called a consistent backup. To do a consistent backup,
the database should be mounted but not open. We used the following script to do the
consistent backup.
shutdown immediate;
startup force dba;
shudown immediate;
startup mount;
run {
allocate channel d1 type disk;
backup filesperset 4 database format '/db03/obackup/abc/df_%d_%s_%p_%t';
};
alter database open;

COLD BACKUP ON TAPE
The cold database backup on tape is done in the same way as the backup to disk except for the fact that the channel that was
allocated was of type 'sbt_tape' and format string did not have the directory name in it.

ARCHIVE LOG BACKUP ON DISK
Archived log backups were taken for the database on disk using the following script. It is the same script as for the database
backup except that it does not have the backup database command. It just has the backup archivelog command. We have
systems that will be doing a separate archivelog backup because of the amount of activity on the database.
run {
allocate channel d1 type disk;
allocate channel d2 type disk;
setlimit channel d1 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfies 32 readrate 200;
setlimit channel d1 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfies 32 readrate 200;
sql 'alter system archive log current';
backup filesperset 20 format '/db03/obackup/abc/arch/current/al_%d_%s_%p_%t'
archivelog all delete input;
backup format '/db03/obackup/sid/db/cf_%d_%s_%p_%t' current controlfile;
release channel d1;
release channel d2;
};

ARCHIVE LOG BACKUP ON TAPE
The archive log backup on disk has the same script, only change is in the channel type and the format string.

RESTORE TO ANOTHER HOST
This was one of the critical tests as the results of this test meant that we would be able to restore and recover a database of a
failed host to another host and be in operation. We followed the following procedure :
1. Backup the database on host1 using any one of the online or offline backup script given above.
2. List all the datafile locations on host1.
/db02/oradata/sid/system01.dbf
/db02/oradata/sid/rbs01_1.dbf and so on.
3. Make backups available to host2.
$ export ORACLE_SID=sid
$ export BACKUP_DIR=nsr_server
$ export NSR_SERVER=nsr_server
$ export NSR_CLIENT=host1
Here nsr_server is the Networker Server.
4. Restore init.ora on host2
Restore the initsid.ora on host2 and make location specific changes e.g. user_dump_dest, log_archive_dest, control_files
etc.
5. Setup connectivity to catalog database. (TNSNAMES information for catalog database)
6. Run the following RMAN restore/recover script in RMAN.
run {
#
# The following command is helpful when you need to stop a scheduled backup.
# You can query V$SESSION.CLIENT_INFO
set command id to 'rman';
#
# Step 1 : Allocate required number of channels.
allocate channel t1 type 'SBT_TAPE'
parms='ENV=(NSR_DATA_VOLUME_POOL=Main, NSR_SAVESET_EXPIRATION=2Week)';
set command id to "RMAN";
setlimit channel t1 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfiles 32 readrate 200;
restore controlfile;
# Step 6 : Release all channels.
release channel t1;
}
alter database mount;
run {
#
# The following command is helpful when you need to stop a scheduled backup.
# You can query V$SESSION.CLIENT_INFO
set command id to 'rman';
# Step 1 : Allocate required number of channels.
allocate channel t1 type 'SBT_TAPE'
parms='ENV=(NSR_DATA_VOLUME_POOL=Main, NSR_SAVESET_EXPIRATION=2Week)';
allocate channel t2 type 'SBT_TAPE'
parms='ENV=(NSR_DATA_VOLUME_POOL=Main, NSR_SAVESET_EXPIRATION=2Week)';
allocate channel t3 type 'SBT_TAPE'
parms='ENV=(NSR_DATA_VOLUME_POOL=Main, NSR_SAVESET_EXPIRATION=2Week)';
allocate channel t4 type 'SBT_TAPE'
parms='ENV=(NSR_DATA_VOLUME_POOL=Main, NSR_SAVESET_EXPIRATION=2Week)';
set command id to "RMAN";
setlimit channel t1 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfiles 32 readrate 200;
setlimit channel t2 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfiles 32 readrate 200;
setlimit channel t3 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfiles 32 readrate 200;
setlimit channel t4 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfiles 32 readrate 200;
set newname for datafile 1 to '/db01/oradata/sid/system01.dbf';
set newname for datafile 2 to '/db03/oradata/sid/rbs01_1.dbf';
set newname for datafile 3 to '/db03/oradata/sid/rbs02_1.dbf';
set newname for datafile 4 to '/db04/oradata/sid/temp01.dbf';
set newname for datafile 5 to '/db01/oradata/sid/cms_table_space_sid.dat';
set newname for datafile 6 to '/db01/oradata/sid/wf_table_space_ sid.dat';
set newname for datafile 7 to '/db08/oradata/sid/cms_idxtable_space_ sid.dat';
set newname for datafile 8 to '/db01/oradata/sid/ch_custom_01.dbf';
set newname for datafile 9 to '/db04/oradata/sid/temp02.dbf';
restore database;
switch datafile all;
recover database;
# Step 6 : Release all channels.
release channel t1;
release channel t2;
release channel t3;
release channel t4;
}
sql 'alter database open resetlogs';
The restore script was not really different as we can see from the earlier script. Only thing that is different is the setup of the
environment variables.
We did all the above tests, but what we needed was the simple few scripts that will do a full database backup and archive log
backups. Also we needed a template for the recovery. So after verification of all the above tests, we decided to set up just a
couple of rman scripts for the backup, one each for the database backup and the archive log backups. We also have a standard
script template for the recovery. But recovery is always going to be manual process, as we will recover only the things that are
necessary.


RMAN LESSONS
• Set limit
Set limit command helps Oracle throttle down the rman server processes back to that they don't eat up all the system I/O
resources available to them. Backup is important, but the continuous system availability with adequate performance is
more important. The following options are available and we use all of them in our script.
• Kbytes - specifies the maximum size of the backup set. We use it to limit the size of the backup set to 2G.
• Readrate - specifies the maximum no. of buffers(each of size DB_BLOCKSIZE *
DB_FILE_DIRECT_IO_COUNT) per second read for backup or copy operations from each of the input datafiles.
By default, this parameter is not set. Use this parameter to "throttle back" RMAN, that is, set an upper limit for block
reads so that RMAN does not consume excessive disk bandwidth and thereby degrade online performance.
• Maxopenfiles - controls the maximum number of input files that a backup command can have open at any given
time. Use this parameter to prevent "Too many open files" operating system error messages when backing up a large
number of files into a single backup set. If you do not specify maxopenfiles, then a maximum of 32 input files can be
open concurrently.
• Change archivelog all crosscheck
If you don't have any archive logs than the crosscheck command fails. So always create an archive log before running the
crosscheck command.
• Stored scripts
We decided not use the stored script because that meant that meant we had 2 copies, one in RMAN catalog and the other
is a text file. We wanted less maintenance so we decided not to use the stored scripts.
• NSR variables
To control which pool the backups go and what should be the retention period, we use the
NSR_DATA_VOLUME_POOL and NSR_SAVESET_EXPIRATION in the allocate channel command of rman as
follows:
allocate channel t1 type 'SBT_TAPE' parms='ENV=(NSR_DATA_VOLUME_POOL=Main,
NSR_SAVESET_EXPIRATION=2Week)';
If we don't use these variables than in Legato the backup goes to the default pool and the backup never expires.
• Intermittent RMAN backup failures
Due to a bug in RMAN in Oracle 8.1.6(give the bug number), the backup of a large database fails intermittently. One of
the things that one can try is to use filesperset = 1. It has worked at our site, but there is no guarantee that it is a sure shot
workaround.
• Asynchronous I/O
In case of a problem, you might need to kill the backup. But to kill the backup you will need to kill the server sessions of
rman processes. If you are using the asynchronous I/O and you kill the rman server process, it kills the instance most of
the times on HP. We have not tested this on SUN or NT. We did not use it because of that although Oracle recommends using
asynchronous I/O to speed up the backup process.
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
We used a few scripts to set up all the backups. This section will give each script and the use of the script. We had the
following scripts for the backup setup. Each script ends with a "# END OF SCRIPT #". The NT scripts are not included
here but they will be same as the unix shell scripts in terms of the structure.
Files :
Directory 			File
$ORA_INSTANCE/bin 	ORACLE_SID_online_backup.sh
$ORA_INSTANCE/bin 	ORACLE_SID_Archivelog_backup.sh
$ORA_INSTANCE/parm 	Rman_online_backup.rman
$ORA_INSTANCE/parm 	Archivelog_backup.rman
$ORACLE_PARM 		Maintain_catalog.rman
$ORACLE_BIN 		Notify.sh

ORACLE_SID_ONLINE_BACKUP.SH
This script is used to actually call the rman backup script - rman_online_backup.rman. There are 2 versions of this script, one each for the backup to disk and backup to tape.

BACKUP TO TAPE
#---------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# oracle_sid_online_backup.sh
# Cutler Hammer
#
# Perform hot backup of sid database using RMAN and perform maintenance
# on primary and secondary RMAN catalogs.
#
#---------------------------------------------------------------------
export job_name=oracle_sid_online_backup
export email_address=dba@mycompany.com
export NLS_DATE_FORMAT="DD-MON-YYYY HH24:MI:SS"
# The following 2 variables are used to determine if the CATP and CATP2
# Catalogs are available. RP for CATP and RP2 for CATP2.
RP=1
RP2=1
sid # Point to correct database
if [ $? != 0 ]
then
   echo Error "pointing" to database
   echo "*** ${job_name}.sh failed. ***"
   ksh $ORACLE_BIN/notify.sh FAILURE $email_address
   exit 1
fi

# Perform maintenance on primary RMAN catalog
echo "DOING CATP MAINTENANCE"
rman target / catalog rman/rmansys@catp cmdfile $ORACLE_PARM/maintain_catalog.rman
if [ $? != 0 ]
then
   echo Error doing maintenance on primary RMAN catalog
   echo "*** ${job_name}.sh Warning. ***"
   ksh $ORACLE_BIN/notify.sh FAILURE $email_address
   RP=0
# exit 1
fi

# Perform maintenance on secondary RMAN catalog
echo "DOING CATP2 MAINTENANCE"
rman target / catalog rman/rmansys@catp2 cmdfile $ORACLE_PARM/maintain_catalog.rman
if [ $? != 0 ]
then
   echo Error doing maintenance on secondary RMAN catalog
   echo "*** ${job_name}.sh Warning. ***"
   ksh $ORACLE_BIN/notify.sh FAILURE $email_address
   RP2=0
# exit 1
fi

# Perform backups
# Each instance's rman_online_backup.rman script will have 
# to be changed to cater to that particular instance.
if [ $RP = 1 ]
then
   rman target / catalog rman/rmansys@catp cmdfile
   $ORA_INSTANCE/parm/rman_online_backup.rman
   if [ $? != 0 ]
   then
      echo Error executing RMAN backups using CATP
      echo "*** ${job_name}.sh failed. ***"
      ksh $ORACLE_BIN/notify.sh FAILURE $email_address
      exit 1
   fi
elif [ $RP2 = 1 ]
then
   rman target / catalog rman/rmansys@catp2 cmdfile
   $ORA_INSTANCE/parm/rman_online_backup.rman
   if [ $? != 0 ]
   then
      echo Error executing RMAN backups using CATP2
      echo "*** ${job_name}.sh failed. ***"
      ksh $ORACLE_BIN/notify.sh FAILURE $email_address
      exit 1
   fi
else
   echo No catalog database available for backup
   echo "*** ${job_name}.sh failed. ***"
   ksh $ORACLE_BIN/notify.sh FAILURE $email_address
   exit 1
fi

# Resync secondary RMAN catalog
rman target / catalog rman/rmansys@catp2 <<EOF
resync catalog;
EOF
if [ $? != 0 ]
then
   echo Error resyncing catp2 database
   echo "*** ${job_name}.sh Warning. ***"
   ksh $ORACLE_BIN/notify.sh FAILURE $email_address
   # exit 1
fi
ksh $ORACLE_BIN/notify.sh SUCCESS dba@mycompany.com
echo "Normal end of script - ${job_name}.sh."
exit
# END OF SCRIPT #


BACKUP TO DISK
#----------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# catp_online_backup.sh
# Cutler Hammer
#
# Perform hot backup of txp database using RMAN and perform maintenance 
# on primary and secondary RMAN catalogs.
#
#----------------------------------------------------------------------
export job_name=catp_online_backup
export email_address=dba@mycompany.com
export NLS_DATE_FORMAT="DD-MON-YYYY HH24:MI:SS"

# The following 2 variables are used to determine if the CATP and CATP2
# Catalogs are available. RP for CATP and RP2 for CATP2.
RP=1
RP2=1
catp # Point to correct database
if [ $? != 0 ]
then
   echo Error "pointing" to database
   echo "*** ${job_name}.sh failed. ***"
   ksh $ORACLE_BIN/notify.sh FAILURE $email_address
   exit 1
fi
echo '\n Deleting the following db backups from disk: \n'
find /db03/obackup/sid/db -type f -name "*CATP*" -print -exec rm {} \;
if [ $? != 0 ]
then
   echo Error deleting db backups from disk
   echo "*** ${job_name}.sh failed. ***"
   ksh $ORACLE_BIN/notify.sh FAILURE $email_address
   exit 1
fi
echo '\n Deleting the following archivelog backups from disk: \n'
find /db03/obackup/sid/arch/history -type f -name "*CATP*" -print -exec rm {} \;
if [ $? != 0 ]
then
   echo Error deleting archivelog backups from disk
   echo "*** ${job_name}.sh failed. ***"
   ksh $ORACLE_BIN/notify.sh FAILURE $email_address
   exit 1
fi

# Perform maintenance on primary RMAN catalog
echo "Doing maintenance on primary RMAN catalog."
rman target / catalog rman/rmansys@catp cmdfile $ORACLE_PARM/maintain_catalog.rman
if [ $? != 0 ]
then
   echo Error doing maintenance on primary RMAN catalog
   echo "*** ${job_name}.sh failed. ***"
   ksh $ORACLE_BIN/notify.sh FAILURE $email_address
   RP=0
   # exit 1
fi

# Perform maintenance on secondary RMAN catalog
echo "Doing maintenance on secondary RMAN catalog."
rman target / catalog rman/rmansys@catp2 cmdfile $ORACLE_PARM/maintain_catalog.rman
if [ $? != 0 ]
then
   echo Error doing maintenance on secondary RMAN catalog
   echo "*** ${job_name}.sh failed. ***"
   ksh $ORACLE_BIN/notify.sh FAILURE $email_address
   RP2=0
   # exit 1
fi

# Perform backups
# Each instance's oracle_sid_online_backup.rman script will have to 
# be changed to cater to
# that particular instance.
if [ $RP = 1 ]
then
   rman target / catalog rman/rmansys@catp cmdfile
   $ORA_INSTANCE/parm/rman_online_backup.rman
   if [ $? != 0 ]
   then
      echo Error executing RMAN backups using CATP
      echo "*** ${job_name}.sh failed. ***"
      ksh $ORACLE_BIN/notify.sh FAILURE $email_address
      exit 1
   fi
elif [ $RP2 = 1 ]
then
   rman target / catalog rman/rmansys@catp2 cmdfile
   $ORA_INSTANCE/parm/rman_online_backup.rman
   if [ $? != 0 ]
   then
      echo Error executing RMAN backups using CATP2
      echo "*** ${job_name}.sh failed. ***"
      ksh $ORACLE_BIN/notify.sh FAILURE $email_address
      exit 1
   fi
else
   echo No catalog database available for backup
   echo "*** ${job_name}.sh failed. ***"
   ksh $ORACLE_BIN/notify.sh FAILURE $email_address
   exit 1
fi

# Resync secondary RMAN catalog
rman target / catalog rman/rmansys@catp2 <<EOF
resync catalog;
EOF
if [ $? != 0 ]
then
   echo Error resyncing catp2 database
   echo "*** ${job_name}.sh failed. ***"
   ksh $ORACLE_BIN/notify.sh FAILURE $email_address
   exit 1
fi
sqlplus / << EOF
alter database backup controlfile to '/db03/obackup/sid/db/CATPcontrolfile.ctl';
quit;
EOF
ksh $ORACLE_BIN/notify.sh SUCCESS $email_address
echo "Normal end of script - ${job_name}.sh."
exit
# END OF SCRIPT #


ORACLE_SID_ARCHIVELOG_BACKUP.SH
This script is same as the online_backup script except that instead of calling the rman_online_backup.rman script it calls archivelog_backup.rman script.

RMAN_ONLINE_BACKUP.RMAN
This is the rman script and we have 2 versions of this script, one each for backup to disk and backup to tape.

BACKUP TO TAPE
#
# rman_online_backup.rman
#
run {
#
# The following command is helpful when you need to stop a scheduled 
# backup.
# You can query V$SESSION.CLIENT_INFO
set command id to 'rman';
#
# Mark as "deleted" all archive logs which have been deleted from OS.
# Otherwise, you can't use "backup archivelog all" command.
change archivelog all crosscheck;
#
# Perform backups of database and archive log files

# Step 1 : Allocate required number of channels.
allocate channel t1 type 'SBT_TAPE'
parms='ENV=(NSR_DATA_VOLUME_POOL=Main, NSR_SAVESET_EXPIRATION=2Week)';
allocate channel t2 type 'SBT_TAPE'
parms='ENV=(NSR_DATA_VOLUME_POOL=Main, NSR_SAVESET_EXPIRATION=2Week)';
allocate channel t3 type 'SBT_TAPE'
parms='ENV=(NSR_DATA_VOLUME_POOL=Main, NSR_SAVESET_EXPIRATION=2Week)';
allocate channel t4 type 'SBT_TAPE'
parms='ENV=(NSR_DATA_VOLUME_POOL=Main, NSR_SAVESET_EXPIRATION=2Week)';
set command id to "RMAN";
setlimit channel t1 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfiles 32 readrate 200;
setlimit channel t2 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfiles 32 readrate 200;
setlimit channel t3 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfiles 32 readrate 200;
setlimit channel t4 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfiles 32 readrate 200;

# Step 2 : Backup the database.
backup format 'df_%d_%s_%p_%t' database;

# Step 3 : Switch the archive log.
sql 'alter system archive log current';

# Step 4 : Backup the archived redo logs.
change archivelog all crosscheck;
backup filesperset 20 format 'al_%d_%s_%p_%t' archivelog all delete input;

# Step 5 : Backup the control file.
# Even though "backup database" backs up the current controlfile, 
# we need to back it up again. The first backup doesn't contain 
# information regarding the backups we just performed.
backup format 'cf_%d_%s_%p_%t' current controlfile;

# Step 6 : Release all channels.
release channel t1;
release channel t2;
release channel t3;
release channel t4;
}
# END OF SCRIPT #





BACKUP TO DISK
#
# rman_online_backup.rman
#
run {
#
# The following command is helpful when you need to stop a scheduled 
# backup.
# You can query V$SESSION.CLIENT_INFO
set command id to "RMAN";
#
# Mark as "deleted" all archive logs which have been deleted from OS.
# Otherwise, you can't use "backup archivelog all" command.
change archivelog all crosscheck;
#
# Perform backups of database and archive log files

# Step 1 : Allocate required number of channels.
allocate channel d1 type disk;
allocate channel d2 type disk;
setlimit channel d1 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfiles 32 readrate 200;
setlimit channel d2 kbytes 2097150 maxopenfiles 32 readrate 200;

# Step 2 : Backup the database.
backup format '/db03/obackup/sid/db/df_%d_%s_%p_%t' database;

# Step 3 : Switch the archive log.
sql 'alter system archive log current';

# Step 4 : Backup the archived redo logs.
# change archivelog all crosscheck;
backup filesperset 20 format '/db03/obackup/sid/arch/current/al_%d_%s_%p_%t' archivelog
all delete input;

# Step 5 : Backup the control file.
# Even though "backup database" backs up the current controlfile, we 
# need to back it up again. The first backup doesn't contain 
# information regarding the backups we just performed.
backup format '/db03/obackup/sid/db/cf_%d_%s_%p_%t' current controlfile;

# Step 6 : Release all channels.
release channel d1;
release channel d2;
}
# END OF SCRIPT #



ARCHIVELOG_BACKUP.RMAN
The archivelog backup rman script is same as the online_backup.rman except that it does not have the backup database
statements. We keep 2 versions of this file also - for disk and for tape.


MAINTAIN_CATALOG.RMAN
This is the script that we use to delete the old records from the rman catalogs. We have 2 versions of this script. The version for disk only deletes the information of backups that is 15 days old. This is because we have a 15 day retention policy on tape backups.

DISK VERSION
# This version is for backups to DISK.
# This script will delete records from the RMAN catalog which are more 
# than two weeks old.
# Only records for the target database get deleted, not all databases.
allocate channel for maintenance type disk;

# Make sure there is at least one archivelog, 
# otherwise you get an error).
sql 'alter system archive log current';

# Mark records as expired. Because there is normally only one day's 
# worth of backups on disk, we specify the "completed before" clause 
# to make sure that information in the catalog does not get expired 
# prematurely (Legato backups are kept on tape for 2 weeks).
crosscheck backup completed before "SYSDATE-15";

# Delete all "expired" records older than two weeks.
delete expired backup completed before "SYSDATE-15";
# END OF SCRIPT #


TAPE VERSION
# This version is for backups to TAPE.
# This script will delete records from the RMAN catalog for backups 
# which no longer exist on tape.
# Only records for the target database get deleted, not all databases.
allocate channel for maintenance type 'sbt_tape';

# Make sure there is at least one archivelog, 
# otherwise you get an error).
sql 'alter system archive log current';

# Mark records as expired for backups which no longer exist on tape.
crosscheck backup;

# Delete "expired" records. We specify the "completed before" 
# clause just to be safe. No backups should ever expire sooner than two 
# weeks.
delete expired backup completed before "SYSDATE-15";
# END OF SCRIPT #




NOTIFY.SH
This script notifies DBA's via email the success or failure of a backup.
#---------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# NOTIFY.SH
# Cutler Hammer
#
# Send email to Oracle DBA(s).
#
# Parameters: $1 - SUCCESS or FAILURE
# $2 - additional email addresses (optional)
#
#---------------------------------------------------------------------
set +u # Don't want script to fail if parameters are not defined
echo "\nSending $1 Email Now: \c " ; date
mailx -s "${job_name}.sh $1" oracle DBA_MAILBOX@mycompany.com $2 < $logfile
# END OF SCRIPT #


